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h i g h l i g h t s

• We propose an improved framework for vulnerability analysis of power grids.
• The framework considers some important characteristics of power transmission networks.
• Theoretically, this improvement gives a more realistic approximation of a power grid.
• Simulation results also verify the effectiveness and efficiency of the proposed framework.
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a b s t r a c t

In recent years the rapid development of complex network theory has provided a newangle
on the vulnerability analysis of a power grid. However, current analysis models are usually
general ones that may ignore some specific features of power systems. In order to address
the issue, this paper proposes an improved framework for the vulnerability analysis of
power grids. Firstly, the traditional topology based graph model is improved by depicting
a power grid as a weighted graph based on the reactance matrix. Secondly, the concept of
load is redefined by using power angle information. Thirdly, the power flow constraints are
adopted instead of the shortest path based flow scheme. Based on the proposed framework,
an improved dynamic analysis model is developed. In addition, numerical simulations for
both a general traditional model and the proposed model are investigated based on the
IEEE 118-bus system respectively. The comparison demonstrates that the improvedmodel
is more effective and efficient for the vulnerability analysis of a power grid.

© 2013 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

A power grid is regarded as one of the most critical infrastructures for a country since modern society is dramatically
dependent on the availability of high-quality power supply. Undoubtedly, vulnerability analysis plays an important role in
the electrical power industry. However, large scale blackouts all over the world still occur from time to time, in spite of huge
investments in power system reliability and security. For example, a historic blackout was triggered in the power grid of
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India in July 2012. The outage resulted in billion-dollar losses and cut the power supply to 620 million people [1]. In August
2003, more than 50 million people in seven states of the USA and two provinces of Canada were out of power service [2].
Several other large blackouts in the world also happened over the past decade, such as the London blackout, the Moscow
blackout, the Sweden–Denmark blackout etc.

The series of blackouts have exposed the potential problems of currentmathematicalmodels and analysismethodologies
in power systems motivating both academic and industrial societies to seek alternative solutions [3]. In recent years,
successful applications of complex networks theory in many natural and artificial networks vulnerability analysis [4,5]
have attracted increasing attention. Initially, this emerging theory and its vulnerability analysis methodology were put
forward by physicists and they mainly studied some complicated abstract networks. For example, the Erdös–Rényi (ER)
random networks and the Barabási–Albert (BA) scale-free networks have been thoroughly investigated [6–14]. Moreover,
some physicists attempted to find the relationship between the structural vulnerability of those abstract networks and
power networks which in fact are complex networks and can be described as a graph of nodes connected by edges [15–20].
Casals et al. [15] discussed the structural vulnerability of the European power grid and demonstrated that this grid was
robust against random failures of nodes but vulnerable to critical node attacks. Motter et al. [16] studied the impact of
cascade-based attacks on real complex networks and indicated that power grids also have the robust-yet-fragile property.
Similar results have been revealed in Crucitti et al.’ s work [17,18]. They analyzed the Italian electric power grid and the
North American power grid respectively. Undoubtedly, these studies provide a promising way to analyse the vulnerability
of power systems. However, these works neglect some specific features of power grids. Consequently, the obtained results
might mislead engineers when making a decision.

Generally, a power network is quite different from those abstract networks. Its special characteristics result in a unique
pattern of interaction between nodes. Recently, there have been some initial attempts to further investigate the complex
problems by considering power system features and complex networks theory together [21]. Chen et al. [22] introduced a
bus admittance matrix into a traditional topological model. Bompard et al. [23] extended the purely topological approach
of complex networks theory by considering the distance in terms of network impedances. Arianos et al. [24] presented a
new parameter called net-ability to evaluate the performance of power grids. Following the previous work, an improved
framework is proposed in this paper where several critical power system features are considered together. The main
contribution of this paper is in the following three aspects: (1) The electrical feature is considered by depicting a power
grid as a weighted graph based on the reactance matrix. This feature reflects the Kirchhoff’s Laws. (2) The operational
feature is considered by redefining the load using power angle information. (3) The power flow feature is adopted instead
of the shortest path based flow scheme. In general, compared with the traditional model, the proposed one is a closer
approximation to a real power grid. It will be shown in later sections that this innovation can form better approximation
models for the vulnerability analysis of a power network.

The remaining parts of the paper are organized as follows. Section 2 introduces traditional topological models. Section 3
presents some specific features of power grids. Section 4 proposes the improved framework for power grid vulnerability
analysis. Numerical simulations are displayed in Section 5 and conclusions follow in Section 6.

2. Traditional topological structure based analysis models

Traditional analysismodels, whichwere developed to vulnerability analysis via the error and attack resilience of complex
networks, are a class of general models and have been applied in both artificially abstract networks (e.g. the ER and the BA)
and real world networks (e.g. the Internet and power networks). Basically, a network can be described as a graph G with
N nodes and K edges. Furthermore, G can be expressed by a N × N adjacency matrix {aij} which represents the physical
topological connections of the network based on the rule: if there is an edge between nodes i and j, aij is set to 1, otherwise
0. The geodesic path dij between two nodes i and j is defined as the shortest path between them. The efficiency eij between
nodes i and j is denoted as the reciprocal of the geodesic path. This means that the larger the dij is, the less efficiently
information can spread between the two nodes. If there is no path between them, eij = 0. Once the efficiency is defined, the
global efficiency (average efficiency) of a network can then be given by

E(G) =
1

N(N − 1)


i≠j∈G

eij. (1)

The index is usually used to assess the vulnerability of a network bymeasuring the efficiency of the graph G before and after
disturbances [9,17,20]. It should be noted that in most complex networks, the failure of a single or a very small size of nodes
can cause a cascading failure that would lead a whole system to break down due to the dynamic redistribution of flow on a
network. Thus a dynamic model was widely applied [9,17,20]. The model introduces the concept of load or betweenness in
order to mimic the dynamic redistribution. The load at a node i is defined as the total number of the geodesic paths passing
through this node. An important feature of themodel is to allocate a given capacity to each node, namely themaximum load
that a node can bear. The capacity Ci of a node i is assumed as directly proportional to the initial load carried by i, i.e.

Ci = αLi(0) i = 1, 2, . . . ,N, (2)

where α ≥ 1 is a tolerance parameter and Li(0) is the initial load handled by node i at iteration step t = 0 [9,17,20]. Using
these definitions of load and capacity, the dynamic redistribution of flow can be simulated. The removal of a node changes
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